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Fig. 4: Proposed KBR architecture

Shamir’s secret key sharing algorithm is used for C Step 4: once OTID is verified the user can upload the
secret key generation, securing the data is an essential in file
the cloud environment. Therefore, to secure the hybrid C Step 5: when uploading the file KBR Agent encrypt
cloud data, Shamir algorithm is used to store the key in the file and store the copy in the public cloud
more than one place and AES algorithm is used to encrypt C Step 6: the secret keys and DVM are dynamically
the private data and stored in any CSP (Cloud Service generated based on the size of the file (n = fs)
Provider) in the market. The goal of the algorithm is to C Step 7: the generated secret keys are stored in the
divide   the   keys   into   n   pieces.   The   secret   keys are generated dynamic virtual machines
divided   based   on   the   size   of   the   file   to   be
uploaded. Downloading phase:

The objective is to divide the secret keys Sk in to n C Step 1: the registered user verifies their OTID
pieces Sk , Sk , ..., Sk  and store it in different virtual authentication for downloading the file1  2   n

machines. When: C Step 2: after OTID authentication is passed the file

Where:
t = The no. of threshold key count
Sk = The Secret Key and n is the no of shares

Where:
fs = The file size
P = Prime number

where, P>fs and n>0. Figure 4 describes the process flow
of the KBR agent and the step by step process is
explained as follows.

Uploading phase:
C Step 1: users register their details are stored in the

private cloud
C Step 2: LCG generator the OTID (One Time Identity)

for the user and copy of OTID is stored in the private
cloud

C Step 3: the generated OTID is verified with the OTID
in private cloud

can be downloaded
C Step 3: KBR agent receives the user requested file

and retrieves the threshold keys (t<n) from the DVM
C Step 4: the user requested file will be downloaded

when matching of secret keys from DVM is
successful

C Step 6: after downloading the file the secret keys in
the DVM and OTID will be deleted

The benefit of using the VM for storing the secret
key is the VMs are generated dynamically, so that, the
security is maintained where the keys are stored and the
keys can be cracked are hacked are not possible from the
virtual machines.

The file is uploaded with different sizes in existing
and proposed system and the result (Fig. 5) is compared
with performance of file uploading in milliseconds with the
same configuration of the system.

Hadoop: Hadoop is a framework developed in Java
programming and it is the product of Apache. The eco
system consists of HDFS, Apache Hive, Zookeeper and
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